FACT SHEET

INTERNET

A smart solution for your
critical business needs
Internet from Windstream Enterprise keeps you working, not waiting.
Internet provides your business with speeds of up to 1 Gbps and the
same speed for uploads and downloads to move large data quickly. Plus,
you receive the same reliability and performance of a traditional T1.

A more reliable, stable solution

Benefits

Unlike cable Internet shared access lines, dedicated Ethernet
Internet from Windstream Enterprise ensures traffic jams are
bypassed. For businesses that depend on Internet at peak
usage, cable Internet is a risk because your business is always
competing for bandwidth with other cable customers.

Dedicated connection: Enjoy maximum reliability, specifically
during peak Internet usage periods

Features
Speeds up to 1 Gbps
Equally fast downloads and uploads
Dedicated connection provides better reliability and more
consistent performance than a shared cable connection
Tremendous bandwidth provides access for small, medium
and large businesses
Ethernet speeds are consistent throughout the day so you
always get your peak speed, 24 x 7
Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees 99.99% uptime
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Efficient utilization: Securely transfer large data, utilize hosted
applications and take advantage of flexibility to add speed at any time

Highly scalable: Easily increase bandwidth without costly
equipment changes
Simple plug and play setup: Reduce equipment setup and
operation costs
Symmetrical connection: Decrease the time spent waiting for
large files to upload
Better value: Acquire greater bandwidth at a lower cost per
Mbps than T1, Frame Relay or Private Line
WE Connect portal and mobile app: Gain greater visibility and
reporting on your network performance and availability by
location at a glance with our intuitive, online dashboard. Plus,
track and place orders, view and pay bills, manage settings and
submit support tickets, from any device, anywhere.

